**Seattle Children’s CEO admits more mold deaths, illnesses**

**WE FAILED** | Dr. Jeff Sperring said the hospital took too long to realize earlier cases weren’t isolated incidents — yet a family had sued over the issue in 2005.

Dr. Jeff Sperring, Children’s CEO, said 14 patients have been confirmed to have Aspergillus mold deaths, illnesses.

Seattle Children’s was founded in 1907 as the Children’s Orthopedic Hospital. Its research institute is internationally recognized.

**For nearly two months, more than 5 million teenagers were infected by mold, found outdoors and indoors at the hospital.**

**Children’s CEO admits more mold deaths, illnesses**

**WASHINGTON — Impeachment investigators are exploring whether President Donald Trump lied in his written answers to the Russia investigation, a lawyer for the House told The Seattle Times on Tuesday.**

Investigators now wonder if Trump lied to Mueller
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Jeff Bokich, a senior supervisor who has a Nazi tattoo.

Discrimination lawsuit

**FOR YEARS, A PASTOR CHERRY BISHOP ALLEGED SHE WAS HARASSED BY ANOTHER SUPERVISOR.**

Cheryl Bishop filed her lawsuit in 2018, alleging the hospital had failed to act.

**THE FAMILY DIDN’T RESPOND TO A demands-seeking letter.**

ATF pays $450,000 to settle discrimination lawsuit over boss with Nazi tattoo

**OUR WEEK OF** | Cheryl Bishop, a senior supervisor who has a Nazi tattoo.

**INDEPENDENT AND LOCALLY OWNED FOR MORE THAN 123 YEARS**

ATF Agent Cheryl Bishop, shown with expedition dog Lightning Bolt, sued the ATF alleging discrimination and harassment.

The ATFP settlement will make an additional $500,000 available to settle discrimination lawsuits.

The settlement will also provide $500,000 for a comprehensive review of the agency’s workplace policies.
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